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ABSTRACT The so-called Direct Wafer Bonding (DWB) technique opens new possibilities for the electronic industry but still suffers from the poor knowledge we have of the microstructure of these interfaces and hence of their electrical activity. In this work, we have extensively used Transmission Electron Microscopy techniques in plan-view and cross-section to identify the structure of the interfaces found between two bonded silicon wafers. The general structure of these interfaces is that of a perfect grain boundary and evidently depends on the misorientation between the two bonded wafers. A twist component in the range 0>θ >13° creates a square network of pure screw dislocation whereas an unavoidable tilt component (


RESULTS 1) GENERAL OBSERVATIONS The figure l.a is a bright field image showing the general view of a bonding interface when the electron beam is closed to the [001] direction. Large domains are periodically separated by dark lines. Amorphous precipitates of silicon oxide are often seen located at the interface. The largest of them are connected to the black lines. The overlapping of the two misoriented crystals gives rise to double-diffraction effects (fig l.c). Moire fringes are resulting from this doublediffraction effect and arise owing to the interference essentially between the (220) reflections of the two crystals. They appear in the imaging mode as it is shown in the fig l.b. These fringes give no direct information about the boundary structure but they show that the two crystals are misoriented around their common  axis. In this case, the moire spacing is measured to be equal to d=23 + 1 A. From this value, one can deduce the corresponding twist angle'θ =4.8 ± 0.2°.



figure 1: a) BF plan-view micrograph taken under [001] zone axis. Note the formation of terraces (A) resulting from a small tilt misorientation and oxide precipitates (P) mostly connected to the 60° dislocation lines, b) the moire fringes, seen within terraces and parallel to  directions, c) diffraction pattern along the [001] zone axis. The sharp extra-satellite spots that are pointed by the arrows in fig 1 .d attest of the periodicity of the dislocation network on a large scale.



2) GBD accomodating low-angle twist component As expected from crystallography of low-angle twist boundaries8, the structure of the interface consists of two orthogonal sets of screw dislocations. The Burgers vectors parallel to the dislocation lines are bl=a/2[l 10] and b2=a/2[-1lO]. The dislocation spacing is given by the relation, Dd=b/2.sin(θ /2) (1), where θ is the twist misorientation angle. a) θ 220A for θ 


864



(see §3.1) to be 0.58° ± 0.03°. The separation distance between dislocations is directly measured on this image to be Dd=380A. No distance correction needs to be carried out since dislocations of the same set possess the same Burgers vector. b) 1°< θ < 7°. As the misorientation is increased, the grain boundary dislocation spacing becomes smaller and the network becomes more regular because of the attractive forces tending to hold them



figure 2: Typical BF multibeam plan-view image from the interface of two lightly misoriented wafers. The multiple diffraction condition is satisfied by using simultaneously the 220, -220 and 040 reflections. The square array of screw dislocations is disrupted by the 60° dislocation lines. Note the perfect grating of such spaced dislocations.



together in an uniform array. In this case, the structure cannot be observed in multibeam nor in two beams conditions because of the strong contrast arising from the moire patterns. This moir6 contrast may also induce confusions as its periodicity is half the separation distance between dislocations. Thus, the best way to determine the structure is to image it using the weak-beam technique because moire contrasts rapidly- fade when the deviation from the exact Bragg condition increases. Figures 3.a et b are "weak-beam" images of the sample presented in fig. 1: each of them shows one set of the screw dislocation, the other one being out-of-contrast. The dislocations appear in the images as continous and straight white lines. Their spacing is measured to be equal to 46 A. This is in good agreement with the value deduced from the relation (1) with the twist misorientation angle 4.8°. The interfacial stress is therefore minimized by this two sets of screw dislocations.



figure 3: Weak-Beam plan-view TEM images showing each of them one set of screw dislocations.



It is known that planar periodic grain boundary dislocation network examined by electron diffraction gives rise to s reflections. These GBD reflections are arranged in a network which characteristics are directly connected to the GBD network. They must be carefully analyzed to avoid confusion with spots resulting from double-diffraction effect7. For a twist boundary consisting of a square grid of screw dislocation with spacing Dd examined under normal incidence, the diffraction pattern consists of a square array of spots spaced 1/Dd centered around the two crystal reflections and in the same orientation as the square GBD's grid10. This square grid of extra spots is shown in fig l.d c) θ > 7°. The analysis of the diffraction pattern becomes a precious tool when the GBD structure cannot be determined from the image. It usually happens for dislocations rendered invisible because too closely spaced; when the corresponding misorientation angle is above 7°. In this case, it is easier to detect the periodic network through the presence of the array of the screw dislocation reflections though iheir intensity is known to decrease when decreasing Dd. Thus, a misorientation angle of 13.5° leads to the formation of a screw dislocation array detectable in the diffraction pattern [11]. Note that this sample corresponds to the maximum misorientation angle used in this work and we still do not know whether larger angles can also produce the same type of GBD network. 3) GBD accomodating low-angle tilt component The interfacial structure always exhibited an uncontrolled small tilt component. This tilt component (b32 and b, bi make an angle larger than 90°. Before the reaction takes place, the 60° dislocation b had an edge component in the plane of the interface. After the reactions, the two 60° dislocations segments with b and b3 have an equal but opposite edge component. The total edge component vanished and is essentially



figure 4: Weak-Beam images of a 60° dislocation lying along AB a) g=220, the dislocation appears as a straight and white line which direction is the same of the screw dislocation one. b) g=220, note the shift of the other accommodated by the offset of the screw dislocation. As seen in fig. 6, the appearance of these two 60° dislocations at the interface increases the screw dislocation spacing by 0.5 Dd since their efficient component in compensating the twist misorientation is a/4[110|. The low-energy configuration is achieved when angles between dislocations change to 120°.



figure 5: Interaction between a 60° dislocation lying along [110] with Burgers vector b and screw dislocations with Burgers vector 4) Large steps The regularity of the network is usually not total but disrupted by the addition of 1111 ( steps of up to several nanometers in height which do not act in accomodating the crystal misorientation. These steps are seen in only some of the investigated samples and their origin is believed to be an neighboring unbonded area. They are not arranged with a regular periodicity as the separation distance vary from up to a few tens of micrometers. Fig. 6 shows some of these steps when the electron beam is closed to the  direction. These steps look tike broad ribbons lying along the two  directions. The corresponding schematic diagram of a perspective view of the actual structure deduced from tilting experiments is shown below. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION Although wafers were Cz grown type, no oxide layer was encapsulated at the bonding interface whatever the twist misorientation angle. This is not surprising since it is well-known that the HF cleaning procedure prior to bonding is the best way to reduce the amount of oxide at the interface. A grain boundary is formed with all dislocations presents as part of the equilibnim boundary structure. All these dislocations are located at the interface and allow the structure to be fully relaxed with no extended volume defects.



figure 6: a) BF image along [001] zone axis showing two large (111) steps which appear as two ribbons lying along the  directions, b) Schematic diagram of the actual structure. The general structure of these interfaces is that of a perfect grain boundary and evidently depends on the misorientation between the two bonded wafers. A twist component creates a square network of pure screw dislocation whereas an uncontrolled tilt component (θ 
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